PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

New Connection /
Temporary Builder Supply
Contract Options
The securing of an electricity supply contract for a new connection or a temporary builder’s
supply can be a challenging activity for larger connections (+ 250 kVA). Requirements to
provide forecast consumption profiles, or to commit to fixed-term contracts at high unit
prices with ‘take or pay’ clauses, as well as the cost associated with increased supplier risk
premium, can cause delays and distractions in an already complex project.
EnDCo’s New Connection Supply Contract seeks to
remove these obstacles – the purpose of this contract
variant purely is to cover the period of electricity
supply from initial meter energisation through to
a stable/predictable load condition being reached.
At this point, it is anticipated that those responsible
for the supply point would wish to transfer the
supply to an enduring arrangement – maybe an
existing group contract, or potentially to a tender
for an enduring supply contract armed with actual
consumption data.
Of course, EnDCo would be pleased to provide a
proposal for the enduring supply contract at that
stage, but it should be clearly noted that this is not
a condition of the supply contract.
This option is available for half-hourly metered
supplies and is primarily designed to be
commercially attractive in situations where;
The initial consumption profile is unknown (or
likely to be highly volatile)
Where the construction (or non-stable phase)
is of uncertain duration, and
Where the supply is for a larger connection
(typically 250kVA and above).

EnDCo focuses on the role that the supplier has to
play in the new connection process (sending the flows,
collecting the data, invoicing the consumption etc.).
Key Benefits include:
An easy-to-place contract, with fully transparent
costs, allowing the primary focus to be on
energisation date for the supply.
Our approach to energy pricing ensures that there
are no supplier risk premium costs incurred, and
similarly no premium included within the pricing
to cover off the imbalance risk that is inherent in
any new supply or temporary connection point.
There is no requirement to provide consumption
forecasts or profiles.
There are no volume penalties / ‘take or pay’
conditions.
Climate Change Levy Exempt Supply Options are
available.
No fixed duration of contract – subject only to
seven days notice of termination, with a guarantee
of no objection within any Change of Supplier
process.
In addition, our invoicing can be ‘white labelled’
in order to facilitate site development companies
to pass the invoice through to their client.

EnDCo is an independent licensed electricity supplier providing direct and transparent access to the
wholesale electricity markets both for business energy consumers and generators. It has a track record
of delivering measurable benefits to a wide range of companies in the industrial and commercial sectors.
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